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Buyers/Designers
of metal castings
buyCASTINGS cuts
costs and adds value
ENTER

Foundries
Reduce cost, access
new markets

Alternative Energy
Future of America and the Future
For the Casting Industry
Casting requests are coming from the fuel cell industry, wind-mill expansion, new motor
development, new power generation methods, heat energies and transfers, solar energy
systems, even more efficient lighting technologies - all new markets for metal castings!

The United States must reduce dependence on foreign oil for its primary source of energy. The President of
the United States has made it a high priority to develop and deploy advanced technologies for nurturing
sources of alternative energy. In light of the environmental and security issues with oil, let’s look at
our energy options and then some examples of how we, the casting industry might play a role in
the energy industry of the future:
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SOLAR: Photovoltaic (PV) or photocells offer an enormous potential for the generation

Suppliers
to foundries

of clean energy on-site where the power is needed. PV industry could provide half
of the world’s electricity by 2050. The other half could come from wind, waves,
biomass and other sources. This goal will be achieved assuming that an annual
growth rate of 23% per year in the PV industry over the past 15 years continues.
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GEOTHERMAL: An 18-member panel led by MIT recently released a 400-page
study, titled “The Future of Geothermal Energy” (PDF, 14.1 MB). Sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Energy, it is the first study in some 30 years to take a new look at geothermal system
(EGS) technology which has been mostly ignored so far, for its potential of largerscale deployment. EGS or heat mining has the potential to supply a significant
amount of the country’s electricity. Unlike conventional fossil-fuel power plants
that burn coal, natural gas or oil, no fuel would be required. And unlike
wind and solar systems, a geothermal plant works night and day, offering
a non-interruptible source of electric power. According to experts
“…energy capture and extraction is contained entirely underground, and the surface
equipment needed for conversion to electricity is relatively compact.” The drilling must reach depths of 5,000
feet or more. Still, “the possibility of drilling into these rocks, fracturing them and pumping water in to
produce steam has already been shown to be feasible.”
FUSION: Fusion power holds unlimited potential as a clean source of energy,
one that does not produce radioactive waste as the current nuclear technology
does. Fusion is the process that the sun uses to produce energy. buyCASTINGS
wrote the winning proposal and built the team that is now in production of the 12,000
lb complex shaped steel castings that are currently being assembled to produce
the fusion reactor. Details of this project were covered in buyCASTINGS Newsletters
(Issue 6, Spring/Summer 2003 and Issue 9, 2004
which are available at buyCASTINGS.com.) Shown here are some
examples of castings produced by the buyCASTINGS project team:
We have seen a flurry of activity in energy related casting
applications including: Fuel cells, solar, heat transfer applications,
reclamation of lost mechanical energy in power generation, precision
self sustaining engine applications, windmills, engine applications
eliminating part ware.
Continued on page 7

www.buyCASTINGS.com
Sales@buyCASTINGS.com

1-866-buyCASTINGS
fax 937-424-4777

3155 Research Blvd. Suite 101
Dayton, OH 45420
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Stress, Productivity,
and Health…

THOSE CRAZY METAL PRICES...
What's next - some predictions for 2007-2010
The world metals prices increased by 56% in 2006 mostly due to
a spike in copper, zinc, and nickel. As a group, world prices of
aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, nickel and tin closed 2006 some
200% higher than the average in the cyclical low-pricing
year of 2001.

Did you know…The American Institute of
Stress and the Centers for Disease
Control have both reported that up to 90
percent of all illnesses are due to
stress? It used to be that getting a job
you love was the endgame for avoiding
work stress. But the truth is that every
job, paid or unpaid, has elements of
stress. Whether it is responsibility without
authority, presentations or power
struggles, too much to do, personality clashes, or working
leaner and meaner, the workplace is a fertile breeding ground
for stress. Big issues and small issues, alike, momentary blowups or festering unspoken tensions — all can cause on-the-job
stress, which can build and build and build…

First the good news…According to the market experts, as the
decade progresses, chronic shortages are NOT expected for
any manufacturing raw materials. As far as supply goes, the
earth has abundant sources of manufacturing metals—for example,
aluminum accounts for 8%+ of the earth’s crust while iron ore is
5%. The resource base for many metals could, therefore, last
hundreds of years; however, prices are high because only a
fraction of these supplies can be extracted profitably using
the current technology. But, if recycling
kicks into high gear worldwide, prices could
come down since these metals are not
destroyed when used.

As far as productivity, some level of stress is healthy in order to
push and motivate and get things done. However, a higher level
of stress is also bad for business, affecting morale and
motivation, and potentially leading to increased absenteeism —
which hurts productivity and ultimately the bottom line.

Global inventories remain at historic lows,
while the new capacity has been delayed
because of high energy and equipment
costs and labor shortages. A surge in
speculators has come hand in hand with
the tightening of market supplies. Looking
ahead, despite an expected capacity increase this year, the tight
market situation will probably continue through 2008, until
enough new capacity comes online.

Stress is part of life - “no stress” is when you are dead. So some
stress is perfectly normal. It’s the long-term, unmanageable
stress that can cause harm to a person’s health and hurt
businesses. Most people underestimate the long-term,
unmanageable stress, so here are some ways to manage
stress:

The million dollar question is whether
the recent run-up in prices will last. A
recent study by IMF analysts suggest
that the current high prices may not be
sustained through 2010. The IM
economist Sommer projects that “over
the next five years, the futures prices of
metals will retain only about one-half
of the increase accumulated since 2002
(in real terms, metals prices fall by 45% percent from current
levels).” Of course, there are differences within the group
of metals—for example, aluminum futures prices are seen
declining less over time (by 31%) than copper futures prices
(49%).

1) Identify where your stress is coming from
2) Recognize what you can and cannot change
3) Drop those unrealistic expectations
4) Think positively
5) Learn time management techniques
6) Take a break
7) Be social, but not too social
8) Eliminate distractions
9) Exercise
10) Learn relaxation techniques (meditate)
11) Get help (medicate)

During 2002–2005, China contributed almost all of the increase
in the world consumption of nickel and tin. In the cases of lead
and zinc, China’s contribution even exceeded net world
consumption growth. For aluminum, copper and steel, the
contribution of China to world consumption growth was
about 50%.

Bottom line: take control.
The cause, in many ways is self-generated: the inability to “switch
it off” or to forget about work after hours. If you are sleeping with
your Blackberry or cell phone and compulsively checking your
work e-mail from home after business hours then you are NOT
in control. Unfortunately, much of this was started by bosses
who use “global competitiveness” as an excuse to keep
their employees on the job 24/7. The truth is that burnout is
bad for the business and for the person. Experts say that
“psychological detachment” is associated with less fatigue, more
positive mood and fewer days off work. So, turn off your PDAs,
your laptops, your cell phones once in a while — just to
prove to yourself who is in control.

In Summary
• Metals prices will remain volatile
• Demand showing no signs of a major drop-off or the “r-word”
• “Buy America” complicates markets – it’s not always clear
what’s bought where
• China & India will set the demand trend for world metals
• Supply worries aren’t expected to lead to chronic shortages in
any base metals
• Steel trading could be a factor – 2010 may look a lot different
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Your Trusted Foundry Partner
For Quality Castings and On-time Delivery
When your project requires quality castings and
on-time delivery, Flowserve castings are the
trusted choice. If you are a plant manager, manufacturing engineer or other casting specialist,
the Flowserve foundry can accommodate your
rapid needs and meet your rigorous casting
specification requirements. We serve customers
across a broad range of industries, including
special machinery, offshore drilling, aerospace,
construction and manufacturing.
• Wide range of alloys available including
stainless and carbon steel
• Design and technical expertise
• Radiography, mechanical testing and
chemical analysis available

For a quote or more information
about Flowserve quality castings,
email castings@flowserve.com
or visit castings.flowserve.com
or phone us at 937-226-4012.
Dayton, Ohio 45403

Experience In Motion

flowserve.com
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Enhance more than just your productivity
Casting simulation software from Finite
Solutions, Inc. will greatly improve your
foundry's productivity. But you ll also
find that quality, lead times, yield and,
most importantly, profitability will
improve.
Tools such as the Riser Design
Wizard® and the Gating Design
Wizard ® help you gate and riser
castings correctly, the first time through.
Full simulation tools like FLOWCast©
for flow simulation, SOLIDCast© for
solidification simulation and OPTICast©
for true automated yield optimization
allow you to fine-tune designs for
minimum cost and maximum quality
before any patterns, molds or
production castings are made.
Whether your process involves sand,
investment, or permanent mold, for all
ferrous and non-ferrous alloys
SOLIDCast© is the natural choice for
design and simulation.
Finite Solutions software:
User-friendly
Fast
Accurate
Cost effective
That s what makes ours the most
popular PC-based casting simulation
system in the world.
Visit us at the 111th Metalcasting
Congress in Houston, Booth No. 111
www.finitesolutions.com.
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Alternative Energy Con’t – New
Markets and Casting Examples
Parts are high precision, quantities range from several hundred large
parts to many tens of thousands of parts of the smaller sizes. However,
most of the buyers for this technology are from Europe, Japan, and
the Baltic. Unfortunately, the US is still clutching the old technology of
consumption, while other countries are embracing new forms of energy
generation.
As part of commercial and government programs to develop alternative
energy sources and the manufacturing capabilities, “US foundries
really have a great opportunity to impact our future and help build
technologies that can meet all of our energy needs”, says Mr. Neil
Chaudhry, COO, buyCASTINGS.com Inc. By using buyCASTINGS
assembled team of experts to model, optimize process, manage the
project, and coordinate all suppliers activities, tasks, schedules and
budgets, there are tremendous cost savings benefits to the buyers
and sponsors of such projects. The exact nature of our buyer projects
and the exact dollar amounts of potential savings for each project are
kept proprietary. Call Dave Rauen, the Casting Project Manager at
937-424-4778 if you would like to build a project team for your
innovative energy and casting projects.

Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the
Rapid
Prototyping/
Metal Casting
Universe

What our customers are saying…
Thanks for all your help!

Aerospace buyer in Florida

Thanks for your efforts…love the results!

Buyer in Canada

Thank you for quick response.
Buyer in Israel

“Great job!!!!”

On March 21, 2007, buyCASTINGS' president Bob Dzugan made the
titled presentation to the International 3D Stereolithography Users
Group (3D SUG) in Daytona, Florida.

Casting buyer in Ohio

Bob has been involved in the 3D SUG conference since 1995 and has
made many presentations in the past. In addition, Bob has worked
with many of the companies involved in the Rapid Prototyping
community to assist them with procurement of castings using the
best prototype and casting combination for given applications.

Machine Shop in Ohio

You guys have been very helpful. I plan to continue using
you in the future. I appreciate the follow-up. Thanks

“You guys are amazing”

C o m m e r c i a l P r o d u c t M a n a g e rr,, C a l i f o r nia

“Thank you for your response! It looks very good to me”

A Florida Product Development Company

The presentation that was given to the full conference entailed a look
at what types of prototyping processes should be used for specific
applications. The process for selecting the correct prototyping process
starts with a somewhat different approach, looking at what metal is
needed and beginning the down-select from there.
Bob stated: "It's the same process we use at
buyCASTINGS to determine what casting process
and foundry we want to go to. We always start
with the metal needed." When you start with the
metal needed you automatically eliminate several
processes and foundries that you can work with on the project.

“Thanks again for your work on this. FYI, it would compare
favorably with what could be got out of Europe so there is no
refinement of the proposal required – it’s good.”
Buy e r o f C a s t i n g s i n Te x a s

VISIT US AT THESE UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS

The presentation included weighing factors such as quantity,
complexity, cost and rapid prototyping process including
Stereolithography (SLA), Quickcast, Selective Laser Sintering (SLS),
ThermoJet (TJ) as well as ProMetal and FOPAT. FOPAT is a new
investment casting pattern material replacing wax patterns and can
be used in the prototyping process or limited production runs when
more than a few castings are needed.
If you have any questions about the presentation or would like a
copy, please email Bob Dzugan at rdzugan@buyCASTINGS.com
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May 1 - 3, 2007
SME Rapid
Conference & Expo
Detroit, MI.

December 3 - 6, 2007
Defense Manufacturing
Conference
Las Vegas, NV

May 15 - 18, 2007
AFS Casting Congress
Houstin, Texas

December 11 13, 2007
PowerGen International
New Orleans, LA

October 13 - 17, 2007
Investment Casting
Institute Technical
Conference & Expo
Cleveland, Ohio

March, 2008
3D Systems
North America
Stereolithography
Users Group
TBD
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Castings in Up-Armored HumVees
buyCASTINGS Helps Buyer Meet Fast Delivery Schedule
Armor Holdings Company is one of the main suppliers of armored HumVees to the military. Metal castings
play an important role in the armoring aspect of the vehicle. The standard HumVee that we might see on the
Iraqi streets as well as the base un-armored military model use hundreds of castings, just like most
automotive vehicles. However, the additional armoring and prep work of the vehicle for frontline
activities uses a lot more critically important castings.
During a recent run up in production, Armor Holdings made a strategic decision to dual source its castings.
LT Enterprises, a highly experienced supplier to Armor Holdings, was tasked to get the second source
ramped-up and running very quickly. At LT’s request, buyCASTINGS needed to find a qualified and competent
investment castings source that could quickly come on-board to produce the tooling and parts.
buyCASTINGS located the foundry and within 2 weeks, the tooling and samples were completed
and hand delivered; and within a month, production was underway on the 6 parts. An Armor
Holdings executive was quoted as saying “I’m pleasantly surprised that we had a dot-com
(buyCASTINGS.com) bail us out in a difficult situation.” Presently the increased production of the
machine gun turret is back on schedule after receiving castings from the dual-source foundry.
Armor Holdings currently armors and preps 1000 HumVees per month at it suburban Cincinnati location. Armor Holdings UpArmored High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs) such as the M1114. An important portion of the armoring and prep
at Armor Holdings is the machine gun turret assembly. This assembly is a prime example of how metal castings are being used to help
save lives and defend our nation. The assembly, pictured here, is a 20 pound device that allows the ease of movement for the HumVee
mounted machine gun. With the diversity of soldiers now serving in the military, operations of equipment must be made so that 95% of
all soldiers can complete the task; the machine gun turret is an example of this need. The assembly includes 8 steel investment
castings and one aluminum permanent mold casting.
Please contact Mr. Bob Dzugan at rdzugan@buyCASTINGS.com or call 1-866-buyCASTINGS to learn more
about the various buyCASTINGS projects and how you can get involved as a foundry, as a buyer, or as a rep.

Do you have at least two induction melting furnaces? Is your plant
demand greater than 2000Kw? Is your demand charge greater than $6/

CALL 1-866-buyCAST AND ASK FOR OUR NO COST, NO
OBLIGATION ENERGY COST REDUCTION PROGRAM!
kW?

Branded Products with Your Logo
THE buyCASTINGS.com eSTORE

We’ve waited 5000 years for this!

www.buyCASTINGS.com/estore

Go To: www.FOPAT.com
Contact us 1-866-289-2278
www.buycastings.com/equipment

American Testing Services, Ltd.
PH: 937-298-9390 FAX: 937-298-9429

buyCASTINGS.com
3155 Research Blvd. #101
Dayton, Ohio, 45420.

Nondestructive & Metallurgical Testing, Training & Equipment
Email: atsltd@aol.com Web: www.americantestingservices.com

bC Engineering Division of buyCASTINGS.com Inc.
Design, Modeling, Rapid Prototypes, Rapid Tooling
Check our website for more than 1000 ideas…
http://www.buycastings.com/engineering/
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